
I try my best to be nice to everyone and help out anyone in need.Tall   Music Lover   Entrepreneur

Keith

I donate blood every 6 months to American Red Cross Association and 
have been doing so since I turned 16. Because of my O Positive blood 
it’s extremely valuable to hospitals and patients around the country!

Art Lover   Introverted   Vegan

Mia

I volunteer to teach art and music to children at a summer camp.

Emo   Band Nerd   Bisexual

Lindsay

Wachusett Regional High School’s National Art Honor 
Society has been working with the No Evil Project for 
their latest exhibit.  Over several days, nearly 300 
students, teachers, and staff were photographed, and the 
students used the images and writings to create an exhibit 
in the school’s Bowes Gallery.  Many of the pieces will 
only be seen in the physical exhibit.  The gallery is open 
during school hours through February 6th.

Exhibit Reception
January 29th 2:30-4:00

Wachusett Regional High School
1401 Main St, Holden, MA 01520

About the No Evil Project
The goal of the project is to redefine stereotypes and 
show that people aren’t defined by their labels.  Created 
by Troy B. Thompson, over 3,000 people have now 
been photographed for the project posing as the 
three wise monkeys – See No Evil, Hear No Evil, and 
Speak No Evil.  Each person chooses three labels that 
represent themselves, from race to religion to sexuality to 
occupation to politics to favorite sports team.  Then they 
write a good deed, big or small, to show that they’re “not 
evil” despite the negative stereotypes people may have 
about those labels.

In addition to encouraging people to talk about labels 
and stereotypes and find commonality, the project has 
been used at organizations to explore diversity as well 
as anti-bullying.  Anyone can participate in the project at 
public events or through the website. Participation is fun, 
encourages introspection on taboo topics, and has given 
many participants a voice to tell their story.

The Wachusett exhibit is the fourth physical exhibit of 
the project, with a major exhibit featuring over 1,000 
participants planned for Spring 2015.

Learn more about the project and view the collection at 
www.noevilproject.com.

Display of photos of minors is limited to permission granted by parents.
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